SPECIAL OPERATIONS DEPARTURE PROCEDURES
SOUTH BEND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

**RED**  Non-Movement Area between TWY N and North Cargo Apron

**BLUE**  Non-Movement Area on north GA Aprons

**SPOT 1**  Holding short of TWY A2 on TWY A for RWY 27L

**SPOT 2**  Holding short of TWY N on TWY A for RWY 9R, 18-36, 9L-27R

**SPOT 3**  Holding short of TWY N on Taxilane T

---

**ATIS:**  120.675  
**Clearance Delivery:**  121.90  
**Ground Control:**  121.70  
**Tower:**  135.675  
**Atlantic Aviation:**  122.95  
**Corporate Wings:**  131.70

---

**SPECIAL PROCEDURES**

1. Call SBN Clearance Delivery no earlier than 20 minutes prior to departure.
2. Proceed within non-movement area toward departure runway. Stop at appropriate Spot (1, 2, or 3).
3. FBO personnel direct aircraft operations ONLY on non-movement areas.
4. Contact SBN Ground Control ONLY once you are #1 at Spots 1, 2, or 3.
   “South Bend Ground, (Call Sign) is number one at (Spot 1, 2, or 3) and is ready for taxi.”
5. Aircraft not parked in a colored parking area must contact Ground Control prior to any movement.